KAJIOKA and I.D.S. CHOSE 1164 BISHOP BECAUSE...

"OF THE TOTAL BENEFITS WRAPPED UP IN ONE PLACE. We were in Waikiki but this location is better than any, bar none. We go to all parts of the island and often to the airport so being close to the freeway is perfect. Plus they made us a financial package deal including rental and improvements that made it easy to move in. They're good landlords, very pleasant. And the excellent building security is a good bonus we learned about later. The end result is frankly we're quite happy with the move."

Allen Kajioka and Assoc., Architects

"OF ITS EFFICIENCY AND LOW COST. 1164 will keep our company's costs lower not just because of the low square foot rates but because I can expect lower escalations than other first class buildings. We looked everywhere—in town and outlying districts, and whereas in many cities there is a cost-savings in being away from the city center, 1164 gives us those same kinds of competitive rates right here on Bishop St. And it's very efficient because of its accessibility for all our employees from all ends of the island; and because I could design space to my specifications."

Lee Swezey, Divisional Sales Manager
Investors Diversified Services, Inc.

CORDCO
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE • JUST A SITE BETTER

CALL 524-3622 NOW
SUITE 900 • 1164 BISHOP ST • HONOLULU, HI.
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HONOLULU HALE
AND GROUNDS

Honolulu's City Hall was designed by Architects C. W. Dickey, Hart Wood, Robert G. Miller, Guy Rothwell, and Marcus G. Lester and was first opened in November 1929. Honolulu Hale is eclectic in style, but is predominately Spanish, derived from the early Renaissance.

The building has a great open air central court, and grand staircase reminiscent of a medieval town hall. The Italian stonework on the columns, balconies, and entrances is the work of Italian sculptor Mario Valdastri.

Honolulu Hale is four stories with a six-story tower fronting Punchbowl Street. It is a massive structure yet projects a sense of human scale. The building's plan is rectangular. The terra cotta roof design is complex; a combination of sheds and hips intersect forming a variety of roof shapes.

Throughout the 1920s, local architects, influenced by Mainland architects York and Sawyer and Bertrum Growsner Goodhue, self-consciously began the development of an indigenous architecture characteristic of Hawaii. From 1921 until the middle 20s, Italian, Spanish Colonial and Spanish Mission architectural forms were emphasized.

During the 30s the Spanish Colonial and Mission styles were adapted. Honolulu Hale represents this architecturally historic building phase. Although two wings were added in 1951, and major renovation is currently taking place, the exterior appearance has been maintained with some consistency of style.
HONOLULU HALE ANNEX (MISSION MEMORIAL BUILDING AND AUDITORIUM)

The Mission Memorial Building (and Auditorium) was commissioned and built for the Hawaii Evangelical Association. The building (and attached auditorium) was designed by Architect H. L. Kerr and was constructed during 1915-16, in commemoration of the centennial anniversary of the arrival of the first missionaries. The two-story Mission Memorial Building is rectangular in plan and is constructed of English bond red brick and reinforced concrete. The roof is a low, pitched mansard with newel post balustrade parapet. Porticoes on the King Street and Ewa facades are supported by six freestanding Tuscan columns with Ionic capitals. The Diamond Head facade has a two-story half round portico enclosed on its second level.

This building is styled in the manner of Georgian architecture, the predominant style for major buildings during the early years of the Republic in the United States (1702-1830). The Mission Building and its annex are the only two examples of this style in the State of Hawaii. The auditorium is a single-story structure sited on the mauka side of the Mission Memorial Building. It is attached to the main building by a colonnade.

Continued on page 6
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MISSION MEMORIAL BUILDING ANNEX

The Mission Annex was designed by architect Mark Potter as a Christian Education Building and constructed in 1930. Its interior was recently remodeled as a municipal reference library. The building's frontispiece is two stories high, and the building is constructed of reinforced concrete with red brick English-bond surfacing.

There are two entries to the building; one in the frontispiece, and one to the rear. The main entryway has a classical surround composed of two Ionic columns with a simple entablature.

when it comes to Formica

VARIETY

is the Key Word at Aloha State Sales

Formica brand laminated plastic has proved itself to be one of the most versatile and reliable surfacing materials for use in the home. At Aloha State Sales, we have Hawaii's largest inventory of Formica brand laminate, offering an exciting choice of fashion-keyed colors and patterns, straight-from-the-forest woodgrains and embossed textures. Formica brand laminate is the standard of excellence today. Avoid imitations. Ask for Formica brand laminate by name. We will be happy to discuss your needs and show you the widest VARIETY of Formica brand laminate in Hawaii.

DISTRIBUTED BY

ALOHA

STATE SALES CO., INC.

2829 Awaawaloa St. Ph. 833-2731
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ONE OF THE POINTS OF INTEREST IN THE NEW WATERHOUSE WAREHOUSE

WATERHOUSE PROPERTIES, INC.
WAREHOUSE and OFFICES
Queen & Emily Streets, Kakaako

Waterhouse joint project with three of its subsidiaries: X-Ray & Medical Equipment, Inc., Island Camera & Gift Shops, Movie Supply of Hawaii.

ARCHITECT:
William Bunny Au, Inc., Honolulu

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS:
Sato & Kuniyoshi, Honolulu

CONTRACTORS:
Allied Construction, Inc., Honolulu

Completion date:

The new warehouse and office facility of Waterhouse Properties, Inc. is one of the most interesting projects of the year...

- The old American Sanitary Laundry Building is still there, providing the shell.
- The project is an early one in the rebirth of an area—Kakaako.
- This building in an area where finding a place to put a car is a headache has rooftop parking.
- A new Trus Joist floor system, light but strong, makes possible a brand new second floor, bringing the whole to 55,000 square feet of space with 20,000 available for leasing.
- The Trus Joist system used is one of the first in Hawaii employing the new series Trus Joists, increasing building efficiency. Seven choices now instead of four. The new series has meant specific savings on this project.

Yes, Trus Joist serves Hawaii—efficiency in design—lightness with strength—construction time and equipment costs savings—accuracy of dimension—long spans—on time delivery... arrival dates worked out in advance with you to meet your schedules.

For the full story (no obligation) call or write:

Jim Worden, President
Trus Joist Hawaii Inc.
641 Keeauumoku Street
Honolulu, Hi. 96814
Tel. 949-6661
Promotion is a promise. Our promise can be delivered finally only by motivated, experienced and skilled contractors and craftsmen. They share a common pride in a unique contribution to structures through lath and plaster assemblies that:

- do not burn, carry flames, or emit toxic fumes, ever.
- provide a real barrier to the passage of heat, flame and smoke.
- perform automatically in time of danger, depending upon no articulation manually, mechanically, or electronically.
- provide comfort, convenience, pleasure, protection and ultimate economy in all types of buildings.
- carry the time tested seal of merit from the yesterdays of countless generations.
- will continue to serve the generations of the tomorrows yet to come.

In the vernacular: you better believe it.

Plaster Information — Don Morganella
PACIFIC BUREAU for LATHING & PLASTERING
905 Umi St. — Rm. 303 Ph. 847-4321


Our Engineering Services Team can save you money.

Centrally located gas water heaters can do all the work of many individually located heaters — and cost less for equipment and installation.

The water heaters went into the central laundry facility for this low-rise apartment building, allowing more usable saleable space in each of the 24 individual units.

Free estimates and installation proposals help architects and engineers reduce planning costs.

And save you energy.

The Gas Company's Engineering Services team can save you money by providing accurate cost estimates. Estimates of the size and type of gas equipment that will give the best economy and efficiency for a project. Comparative equipment, installation and operating costs. And estimates of gas consumption and operating costs. With this kind of information, architects, mechanical engineers and developers can make thoughtful, cost-control decisions. And when called in early enough, our Engineering Services team can often save planners many dollars by recommending alternate locations or piping routes.

They're also Energy Savers. Of course, the project that uses gas uses less of Hawaii's primary energy source, oil, than one that is "all-electric." But our Engineering Services team can do even more — suggesting ways to get maximum energy efficiency, from equipment selection to appliance installations. A single phone call can bring this free service to anyone in the building industry — 548-4236 or 548-2113.

Two of The Gas Company's Energy Savers: Charlie Bazell and Ed Inouye, engineering consultants.

THE GAS COMPANY
GASCO, INC., A SUBSIDIARY OF PACIFIC RESOURCES, INC.
P. O. Box 3379, Honolulu, Hawaii 96842
The Department of Taxation argued that the expenses were necessary for the fulfillment of the architect’s contractual obligations and were, therefore, not exempt from the tax.

On January 7, 1974, the Tax Appeal Court in its finding of fact and conclusions of law, denied Ossipoff’s appeal on the following rationale:

“The Court finds that the expenses incurred by the taxpayer in this appeal, such as expenses for transportation and living when traveling, long distance telephone calls and telegrams, the expenses of reproduction, postage, and handling of drawings and specifications incurred in connection with a project for which the taxpayer was engaged to perform architectural services, are incidental expenses which the taxpayer must necessarily incur for the production of income.”

An appeal was considered, but withdrawn following an unfavorable ruling on a similar issue. Dreher states:

“We continue to believe that the construction of Section 237-20 adopted by the Department of Taxation and sustained by the Tax Appeal Court is unduly restrictive and incorrect. We consider it likely, however, that the Tax Appeal Court would refuse to rule differently in another case. Consequently, unless the Hawaii Supreme Court indicates a willingness to overrule the position of the Tax Appeal Court on this issue, we would not advise the relitigation of the question.

There appear to be some methods of mitigating the impact of the decision ... First, all reimbursements for expenses which are by law the obligation of the client, for example, fees for building permits and other governmental approvals, should continue to be excluded from the gross income of the company.”

Dreher goes on to advise that where possible the client should pay such costs directly, as he can, so that the money does not become part of the architect’s gross income.

The possibility of establishing a separate checking account, solely for the payment of reimbursables and for the receipt of reimbursable funds from the clients, was explored with the Department of Taxation, but received a negative reaction.

At this time there appear to be only two options. The first is to avoid the problem as much as possible by having the client pay such costs directly. The second is for the architect to charge the four per cent excise tax for all these reimbursables, as he will be charged the general excise tax on this portion of his income by the Hawaii Department of Taxation.
GREAT DESIGNS IN CONCRETE

Put your imagination together with concrete and look what can happen. Hawaii's most beautiful buildings are the result of thoughtful design and the flexibility of concrete.

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
Shape concrete to your structural and architectural ideas. Finish it in a wide range of textures and colors. From pure white to deep tones, smooth to rugged surfaces, there is a concrete finish to perfectly complement every building design and environment.

COST COMPETITIVE
Only concrete combines competitive construction costs with unmatched long-range economy. Concrete is impervious to rot, termites or rust. Concrete lasts a lifetime and requires minimum maintenance, year after year.

BUILDINGS...BIG OR SMALL
Hawaii's builders have long made concrete their first choice for large buildings. Smaller structures, too, present the kind of challenges best met by concrete's design flexibility, integral finish options and long-term cost benefits.

For technical information about any concrete product, call CCPI at 833-1892.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR IDEAS... WITH CONCRETE. It's made right here in Hawaii.

CEMENT AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS INDUSTRY OF HAWAII
Suite 1110, Control Data Building
2828 Paa Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

Member Firms: Amelco Corporation; Concrete Industries Maui; Hale Kauai, Ltd.; Cyprus Hawaiian Cement Corporation; HC&D, Ltd.; Hawaii Concrete Products; Hawaiian Dredging & Construction Company, Precast Division; James W. Glover, Ltd.; Hilo Operations; Kaiser Cement & Gypsum Corporation; Kona Concrete & Aggregate, Inc.; Lone Star Industries, Inc.; Hawaii Division; Maui Concrete & Aggregates; Monier Roof Tiles; Pacific Concrete & Rock Company, Ltd.; Shield Pacific, Ltd.; Tileco, Inc.; United States Pipe & Foundry Company, Concrete Pipe Division; Valdastri Schokbeton.
1975 HS/AIA HONOR AWARD:

STRAUB CLINIC

STONE MARRACCINI & PATTERTSON

ONE WAY

ONE WAY

ONE WAY

ONE WAY
Parking Structure

Construction
Start: January 1970
Complete: September 1970
Cost: $918,270
Capacity: 287 vehicles
Cost Per Stall: $3,200

These projects began in the summer of 1967. The first step was to identify our client's needs by means of a comprehensive programming process. The second step was to translate these needs into a master plan which would accommodate initial construction as well as provide capacity for the future.

During the process two significant constraints became evident:

1—Because continuity of the outpatient practice had to be maintained, off-street parking had to be provided prior to the hospital's construction.

2—Because the existing buildings along Ward Avenue represented significant equity, these buildings were to remain as part of the complex into the indefinite future.

The parking structure was located along the clinic's Ewa property line to minimize interference with existing outpatient parking. Because of the nature of the clientele, column-free interiors were desired. This configuration was achieved by using 8-foot-wide double precast Ts spanning approximately 62 feet from an exterior bearing wall to an interior bearing wall and then an equal span to the other exterior bearing wall.

The parking structure originally had a speed ramp configuration. This solution was abandoned because it would have required two

continued on page 14
### Hospital

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>October 1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start:</td>
<td>January 1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost:</td>
<td>$5,768,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity:</td>
<td>152 Acute Care Beds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Per Bed:</td>
<td>$38,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area:</td>
<td>122,000 square feet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hospital’s construction started in October 1970, following Straub’s beneficial occupancy of the parking structure in September 1970.

Consistent with program and master plan objectives, the hospital has a structural capacity to expand by four more floors vertically bypassing the present roof, which would continue to be used as a mechanical floor, plus expand incrementally at the basement, first and second floor levels both toward Hotel Street and King Street.

The necessity to wedge the hospital between the existing buildings along Ward Avenue and the then existing parking structure required an innovated approach to the nursing tower. Straub had mandated all single-patient rooms. The resultant grouping of patient rooms in pods of four at the outer extremity of a short transverse corridor located 16 patient rooms in extremely close proximity to the serving nurses’ station. Consistent with Straub's philosophy of progressive care, the pod of four rooms at the end of the transverse corridor opposite the central vertical circulation element was appropriately located because these rooms could be utilized for a lesser level of acute nursing service.

The hospital is served with a vertical transport system consisting of one elevator dedicated to additional tiers of parking to achieve the same density as that which exists. The building has structural capacity to expand by a total of four more tiers on either side of the center bearing wall or to a total capacity of over 600 vehicles.
SIGN YOUR WORK

When you put your name on the line you can't afford any mistakes. Your final statement must be a completely finished work of art. Others might just add their name, but the sign of a good architect can be seen at the planning stage. That's why we specialize. Our designers and consultants are ready to work with you from the beginning. If it's not signed it's not finished. It's important when it's your name on the line. Sign your work. Signs Unlimited.

524-0202

700 Fort St. • Pier 11, Gallery Level • Honolulu Harbor, Hawaii 96813
visitors and passengers only, one elevator dedicated completely to service and materials distribution, with the third, middle elevator programmed to operate either in a service mode or in a passenger mode.

Elevators are supplemented with a selected vertical trayveyor with primary distribution to and from central service in the basement. The trayveyor has the functional capacity to receive tote boxes at any floor and deliver them to any other floor.

General design concepts include material distribution via cart exchange, case cart setups between central service and surgery. Demand items are distributed via the vertical trayveyor.
Charlie looks at architecture

Juxtapositions

by Charlie Madden
BEAUX-ARTS AT THE MODERN

The following article by New York architect Stanley Abercrombie is reprinted from the February, 1976, Art Forum magazine.

The Museum of Modern Art's major space for changing exhibitions was occupied all fall by work from the Paris architectural academy which ruled - with the most accomplished of hands - almost the entire architectural profession during the 18th and 19th centuries. "Architecture of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts" offered us 200 drawings by more than 50 would-be architects, some of them now become famous, some of them not.

Although by students, few of the drawings betrayed any trace of amateurism. Although drawn with narrowly deliberate objectives (the sketch, or esquisse, was meant to convince a jury of professors of the worth of a student's plan, the projet rendu was its full presentation, and the envoi, undertaken only by a winner of the annual Grand Prix de Rome, was an archaeological reconstruction), all the drawings were nevertheless able to stand alone as objects of intrinsic interest. And although conforming to an apparent strait jacket of conventions, some of them took inspired chances.

The Ecole des Beaux-Arts grew from the 17th-century Academie Royale d'Architecture, and, except for a brief suppression during the French Revolution, it continued almost until yesterday. Although John Russell Pope's 1943 Jefferson Memorial was perhaps the last important building in Beaux-Arts style, the traditional organization of the school was not dismantled until Paris's student riots of 1968.

Fragile but elephantine (some are 20 feet long), the drawings were salvaged from the dust of the Beaux-Arts' attics by the Modern's Director of Architecture and Design, Arthur Drexler, and by three young scholar-assistants, Richard Chafee, Neil Levine, and David Van Zanten.

If it is easy to see these drawings as art, it is not so easy to see them as modern, though perhaps it is healthy that the Modern is becoming a bit relaxed about its name...

...What, in fact, is the message of this exhibition, and for whom is it intended?

For architects, the Beaux-Arts is not exactly hot news. The most modern of modern architects were parading the streets in 1963 to protest the destruction of McKim, Mead, and White's very Beaux Arts Pennsylvania Station (one of a dozen such American buildings, in fact, which Drexler shows us in an interesting little appendix to the...
main exhibition), and the last devout faith in modernism's infallible progress toward Utopia must have been blown to bits, along with Yamasaki's Pruitt-Igoe housing, in 1970.

Besides, even the purest of modernists always had, suppressed somewhere in their ids, an admiration for Beaux-Arts drawing; hand-ground ink is in all architects' blood. Those who were in American schools as recently as 1940 studied under this country's close imitation of the French system, and they include, to take just a couple of examples, Max Abramowitz and Gordon Bunshaft.

Long before he and Wallace Harrison were cooking up the Time-Life building, Abramowitz was reportedly astonishing his fellow Columbia students with the virtuosity of his ornate presentations, and part of Bunshaft's MIT training was a stunningly rendered 1933 pseudo-Romanesque church, shown, with other work of that time, at last spring's convention of the American Institute of Architects.

But more surprising is the fact that, although no one ever seems to teach such things, even the rawest of freshman design studios today will unaccountably begin using Beaux-Arts terms. "Do you have a scheme yet?" becomes "Do you have a parti?" And rather than "We're working night and day," they will suddenly say, "We're en charrette," perhaps not even aware of the reference to last-minute work aboard the carts (charettes) carrying students' drawing boards to the school for the fateful jury.

Even though not one of the drawings at the Modern may have been seen before, most of them had already been visualized with delight, so that for present architects of whatever age Drexler's show offered as much pleasure and spiritual refreshment — and just as few surprises — as another leisurely thumbing through Le Corbusier's oeuvre complete.

Nor should it surprise us that the Beaux-Arts tradition is so persistent, for it is a major symbol of an era when architecture had glamour. Architects have grown up considerably in the last half-century, and they don't have nearly the fun they once did.

Floating the perfect blue gray wash on an elevation of "A Town House in Paris for a Rich Banker" is — let's admit — a pretty elegant pastime compared to calculating minimal kitchen areas for a low-cost housing development.

Most modern architects worry a bit about the composition of their plans and elevations, but they also worry — and this is almost a definition of modern architecture — about proper integration of the poor and the aged, about soil erosion, financing, neighborhood stability, natural ventilation, coordination with engineering, accommodation of the physically handicapped, and a thousand other ecologic, economic, and social factors to which a Beaux-Arts architect would never have tipped his beret.

If architects seem to remember only too well their profession's spoiled adolescence, was the Modern's show intended, then, for a general audience? Beyond some surprise at seeing such unmodern

continued on page 20
work within the very temple of modernity, and beyond some opportunity for an architectural history lesson, the show would seem to have furnished nonarchitects only with an excuse for nostalgia—"They don’t build ‘em like they used to," or even just “They don’t draw ‘em like they used to.” As Drexler knows, such reaction isn’t worth the effort.

Drexler also knows that any revival of Beaux-Arts building form or ornament (or even drawing technique) is not only silly but impossible. None of architecture’s present clients needs or wants such buildings; few architects, no matter how admiring, remember how to design them; and no construction firm can build them.

So there must be, in this prominent exhibition, in this museum which quite correctly sees itself as ideologically influential, a more specific and less obvious message, and it must be this: that there was a creative force or body of principles operating in Beaux-Arts design of which we have lost sight and to which we might profitably return.

The show is far from single-minded in delivering this message; indeed, its interest derives so greatly from the spectacular quality of the presentations that a viewer might easily neglect the content being presented.

That content — beneath the rosy washes and impeccably ruled lines, beneath the Corinthian pilaster and stone garlands, beneath even the distasteful connotations of privilege and authoritarianism — is order. Applied to architecture, order implies considered proportion, clarity of organization, attention to the effects of different combinations of voids and solids of volumes and shapes, the search for appropriate ornament, and the use of — whenever there is no good reason for asymmetry — symmetry.

These are characteristics that have been used, abandoned, and revived repeatedly and that will surely serve us well today, no matter what style we choose to build in.

Architectural order is a potent force some of us had begun to neglect a bit, and Drexler is to be thanked for reminding us of it.

So why the perverse eccentricities of the installation itself, based on that most tired affectation of recent architectural fashion, the 45-degree angle? The display alcoves in the spaces left over from the angled corridors were further confused by the decorating gimmick of changing color at each corner; and on these motley walls the monumental drawings were arrayed in asymmetrical patterns, the suggestion of Mondrian strengthened by the fact that each drawing was framed with a stripe of black tape.

One could find this installation jaunty or just plain ugly, depending on one’s disposition, but no one could find it appropriate. It may be that Drexler realized that no temporary partitions of painted sheetrock could compete with the grandeur of the drawings, but in that case, the adaptability of the show’s lessons must be admitted to be pretty limited. Is 19th-century design necessarily vanquished by 20th-century budgets?

Whatever the vagaries of their installation, the drawings have given us something to enjoy and something to discuss. If the enjoyment is universal, the discussion, among architects, is diverse. The director of the Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies, Peter Eisenman — whose buildings look less like Beaux-Arts work than any others we can think of quickly, but whose sentiments seem to be strongly with architecture-for-
contemporary art's-sake — thinks it "the most significant exhibit in architecture in the last ten years," reflecting "a return to the point where the architect is no longer the multi-headed service he once thought he was, but is doing architecture.

There is a growing international attitude," he believes, "that architecture has a concern for architecture itself — that it is both antifunctionalist and antiprogrammatic."

Architect Ulrich Franzen, on the other hand, not only finds something slightly scary in the fact that the Beaux-Arts style was the style of tyrants (both Hitler and Stalin were wild about it), but also finds the implied attack on the modern movement a little unfair. "When 19th-century elitists were thinking Beaux-Arts," he says, "some who were more conscientious were beginning to think that the people were of importance. Despite its many failings, one of the important thrusts of the modern movement was, and still is, toward a greater humanity."

And Peter Blake, Drexler's predecessor at the Modern, although finding the drawings "dazzling," fears that "what the exhibition suggests is that architecture (and much architecture theory and criticism) has become wholly escapist. The new generation of architects who know where the problems are and where the action is in the real world don't feel much like eating cake just now."

This diversity of reactions is natural, for the Beaux-Arts now seems reprehensible for just the same reason that it seems delightful: its view of architecture exclu-

continued on page 22
Any Piece of Positive Artwork Can be Reproduced as a Full Color Enlargement on Any Flexible Material such as Linen, Canvas, Vinyl, Velvet, or Paper.

The SCANACHROME process incorporates a huge drum rotating at the same speed as a tiny cylinder, which the transparency is attached to. The transparency is electronically scanned and the colors translated to airbrushes that travel the length of the big drum. As the drum rotates the brushes spray water based ink onto the fabric or paper attached to the drum. The final product has full color fidelity, resistance to fading, and is unexcelled in durability. Sample is available.

GOLORPRINTS, INC.
324 Kamani Street / Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 / Phone 533-2836
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sively as design. Architecture is no longer that simple. It must now be a business, a technical skill, a coordinating skill, and—most important of all—it must have that understanding of human problems and concern for their solution that the Beaux-Arts rose so blithely above.

Blake is dead right that cake is currently inappropriate, and a 19th-century sugar frosting on our cereal would choke us even more. Still, even if the Beaux-Arts students and graduates were doing things which most architects today no longer consider worth doing, they did do them superbly well. It shouldn't be impossible to attend to our own more pressing problems and still profit from this show's reminder of the organizational strengths of architecture's naive past.

Some dispassionate consideration of the Beaux-Arts does have value, just as Eisenman's students do presumably learn something about one aspect of architecture even if he does ask them to design buildings without programs or functions. For if architecture is now more than art, it is not necessarily less than art. It can be many things at once, and it is this simultaneity, with all the tensions of combination and compromise, which give it its fascination and its angst.

Casino or shopping center, architecture has always been and is even now capable of being art. Sometimes, at its very best, informed by a passion for architectural order, but in an appropriately modern construction and with an appropriately modern social conscience, it can even still be beau.
HALLEMITE FLOORING PRODUCTS
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Facts about business in Hawaii and what makes it tick. Hawaii's unique character, its people, and its isolation are discussed from a business viewpoint in honest, easy-to-read commentary.

A must publication for visitors and residents alike — a ready reference of answers for most any question. It is indeed...
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